


HIROAKI ONUMA | 大沼 寛明
Hiroaki Onuma was born in 1988 in the Japanese prefecture of Tochigi, an industrial basin 
with an exceptional natural heritage. At the age of 18, he left his province for the capital. In 
Tokyo, fashion marketing studies lead him on a creative path. Hiroaki’s adventurous char-
acter sets him apart from those around him. Eager to get out of Japan to explore the world, 
he tries the entry examination for the prestigious Central Saint Martins school in London. He 
was accepted in 2009 and left to follow a course which took him from fashion to the fine arts.

Since then, Hiroaki Onuma has exulted all his pop energy in monumental compositions fea-
turing his iconic creatures. Hiroaki Onuma’s aesthetic daring is expressed through acid tones 
and iconography from hip-hop, unscrupulously shocking artistic good taste. 

This radical painting has its origins in the movements of Western Pop Art and underground 
Japanese manga. To describe his work, the artist defines himself as an heir to Funk Art, a 
figurative and humorous pictorial movement assuming the second degree and the trash aes-
thetic, represented by Peter Saul, the spiritual father of Hiroaki Onuma.

The monsters that appear on the paintings of Onuma are mutants escaped from Japanese 
folklore. The multi-headed dragons reinterprets the mythical Yamata-no-Orochi (ヤ マ タ ノ 
オ ロ チ, 八 岐 の 大蛇). An Amabie (ア マ ビ エ), a prophetic creature announcing abun-
dance or plagues, appears on a canvas created during the pandemic. Fish, protectors in the 
Japanese tradition, are also projected in this comic book universe.
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MONSTERS PARADISE 2

Monsters Paradise 2, is truly a feast for the eyes! The composition delivers more and more with 
time spent staring it; Onuma’s signature monsters appear in the backdrop, with a heavily scaled 

crocodile like beast in the foreground; all delivered on a wildly coloured background of acrylic and 
spray paint.

Dimensions: 90 x 80 cm
Original Printing Date: 2020

Medium: Acrylic and spray-paint on canvas



CANDY MONSTERS

A playful ink painting depicting two ‘candy monsters,’ in blue oil painting, floating on a backdrop 
of yellow ground with randomised coloured streaks. 

Candy Monsters is a work that truly captures the fun and amusement in Onuma’s paintings - the 
monsters often reference mythical Japanese beings; who could these two be? 

Dimensions: 50 x 50 cm
Original Printing Date: 2019

Medium: Acrylic on Canvas



HOW ARE YOU?

“How Are You?” is a 2019 painting depicting one of Onuma’s signature monsters floaint on a 
beautifully textured backdrop created in spray-paint. 

A perfect example of Onuma’s exceptional skills utilising a range of mediums. 
The combination of the textural oil paints and flat, yet tonal spray paint create a memorable stay 

Dimensions: 90 x 140 cm
Original Printing Date: 2019

Medium: Oil and spray-paint on canvas



INFLATABLE TRICERATOPS

Inflatable Triceratops delivers exactly as you would expect - one of Onuma’s signature blue 
ambiguous monsters takes centre frame, wearing a forest-green inflatable triceratops. The 

interesting mix of mediums gives the painting a special feel.

The spray painted triceratops feels almost like a computer render in contrast to the painterly 
layers of the oils - finished off with the explosive pink and orange background, a truly fantastic 

piece in Onuma’s body of work.

Dimensions: 90 x 80 cm
Original Printing Date: 2020

Medium: Acrylic and spray-paint on canvas



ANCIENT WORLD

This heavily layered painting depicts five fire-breathing mythical beings (dinosaurs) grazing next 
to water, with an epic backdrop of mountains and a star filled sky,

The heavily layed oil paints create a beautifully textured painting, that perfectly captures 
Onuma’s fun, and often wild compositions.

Dimensions: 
Original Printing Date: 2020

Medium: Acrylic on canvas



TIGER PAINTING

A cartoonised tiger sits on a black, yellow and white backdrop. Produced in oil and resin on 
canvas, produced in Onuma’s fantastic mixed media style.

Dimensions: 50 x 50 cm
Original Printing Date: 2019

Medium: Oil and resin on canvas



UNTITLED

Really a favourite work from Onuma’s body of work - an anonymous “blob” filled with heavily 
layered oil paint sits on top of a deeply textural backdrop of oils and spraypaint.

Whilst the central object doesn’t expicitly depict anything - it is reminiscent of Onuma’s mythical 
beasts and monsters in both later, and earlier works. 

The overall feel of the work is that of a graffiti artists wall - reappropriated into the artist’s studio. 

Dimensions: 40 x 55 cm
Original Printing Date: 2019

Medium: Oil and spray-paint on canvas



UNTITLED

One of Onuma’s signature blue monsters sits amidst a meticulously patterned backdrop of white 
dots on red oil paint. 

The contrast of the shaded, tonal monster against the Yayoi Kusama-esque background combine 
to create an engaging work of art - though not one for sufferers of tryophobia.

Dimensions: 50 x 50 cm
Original Printing Date: 2019

Medium: Oil on canvas



UNTITLED

Two green monsters float on an orange backdrop, surrounded by pink details. The colour palette 
is very complimentary, and softly toned - the monsters themselves are reminiscent of Japanese 

mythical creatures, and perhaps more modern monsters and beasts from video games (could they 
be Pokemon?)

Dimensions: 29 x 29 cm
Original Printing Date: 2019

Medium: Oil on canvas



WE ARE ALWAYS TOGETHER

Two posing monsters in short-shorts stand arm in arm, towering above a crocodile style beast 
driving some sort of bus-like automobile. The characterised monsters created in spray paint, sit 
perfectly on top the flat, two tone background; the only detail being the heavy shadows cast by 

the creatures.

The work, shown in 2020 at Sobering Gallery Paris, is a perfect example of Onuma’s artistic style.

Dimensions: 150 x 150 cm
Original Printing Date: 2020

Medium: Acrylic on canvas



NEW WORLD

An early work by Onuma, produced in a wonderfully complimentary colour palette of minty green, 
blue, red and yellow. The three playful monsters appear as almost inflatable objects due to their 

cartoonised tonal style. 

The heavily layered backdrop adds an extra layer of depth ot the work - a sign of things to come 
in Onuma’s later works.

Dimensions: 170 x 160 cm
Original Printing Date: 2017

Medium: Oil on canvas
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